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thn figures in the plates prefixed to
three
little tract, with the references, will

re

the reader

such an idea of the new

improved sea compasses, that there is
little occasion for any further description :—Patent
instruments indeed are seldom so fully explained, but
as no mysterious conduct is here intended , a few ob¬
servations may not improperly be offered.
A 2
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■The perfection of a sea compass depends principally
upon the following requisites.

lst . That the hiagnetic power of the needle be
sufficient to overcome the friction, so that the card
may always arrange itself in the proper position.
2d. The stability of the needle and card, so that
the motions of the ship or vessel may not occasion
its vibrating from the proper direction.
f n the first ease, the potent compass is an improve¬
ment on the common sea compasses, in so far as the
needle is both longer and broader, it is from that
and other causes stronger in its magnetism; and the
line of its magnetic direction always corresponds with
the card, an article not sufficiently attended to in
other compasses.' — But this is not the most material
improvement , for Dr . Knight’s compass has been
found to answer the purpose sufficiently in calm
weather, or in a smooth sea; tho’ in a storm it seems
In the second cafe,
the worst of all compasses.therefore, to prevent the motions of the vessel from
affecting the needle, which is by far the most difficult
point to be attained.- The patent compass-box
instead of swinging in gimbols at right angles to
each other, is supported in its very center upona prop;
and whatever motion the other parts of the box
may have, this center being in the vertex of the hol¬
low cone, may be considered as relatively at rest, and
therefore gives little or no disturbance to the needle.

C 5 3
Again, the pivot or centre upon which the needle
moves, is so contrived as to stand always perpendicu¬
lar over the centre of the compafs-box, or apex of
the hollow cone, as upon a fixed point, and is there¬
fore still less affected by the motions of the vessel.
Thus the centres of motion, of gravity, and of
magnetism are brought almost all to the fame point:
The advantages of which will be readily perceived,
by every person who knows any thing of the true
principles of mechanism.
To enter therefore more minutely into the several
contrivances of improvement in this new compass
would be superfluous;—time and experiment , the
true tests of all improvements, or supposed improve¬
ments, must determine their real merits and utility.
From the repeated trials however, which have
been made of these patent compasses in various parts
of the globe for some years past, the patentee has
been favored with very encouraging reports, from
gentlemen of the most distinguished abilities.
It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the reader
will not be displeased, or think it improper, that a
few of these reports and opinions of gentlemen, distin¬
guished for their abilities and impartiality should be

heret,© annexed.
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, relat¬
Extracts of Letters from sundry Gentlemen
M' Culloch ’s improved Sea
ing to Kenneth
Compasses,
the Royal
From Capt . Philip D'Auvergne, of
Navy , F. R . S. Scc.
Narcissus, 2 lst of September, 1787.

ESTER DAY in my passage through
of August, 'reach¬
the Downs , your letter of the 1j.th
ed me.
six weeks,
As I have not been at Portsmouth these
and artificial
I have not got the steering compass,
to me there.
horizon , you mention to be addressed

address to
I am preparing a report , which I shall
, that I trust
the Admiralty , and Board of Longitude
compasses.
your
to
will recommend in doing justice
of the late
I have followed up, in all situations
respect to
boisterous weather, my observations with
Con¬
their superior utility to those of the common
congratulating
in
struction, and have great pleasure
success.
you and my brother sailors on their
give the ac¬
Be assured, my good Sir, that I will
and that I will
count they appear to me to claim,
in proving the
ever have the most lively gratification
exerconsideration with which I hold vour laudable

(
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lions, in the improvement of an instrument so im¬
portant to the naval interest of a maritime country.
I am, £Sc.

To Mr . Kenneth M‘ Culloch.

Narcissus, 13//2 of May, 1788 .

From the same.

I

Have

the

satisfaction

to

inform

you,

that the set of compasses, that I directed to be con¬
structed for His Royal Highness Prince William Henry,
were safely received a few days previous to my leaving
the Prince at Plymouth. I fixed them properly,
and explained the proposed advantages that are hoped
from your improvment of them to his Royal High¬
ness, who approved very highly of your meritorious
application to the improvement of that very essential
instrument.

Their cost will be forthwith remitted to you, and
His Royal Highness has promised me, that the most
particular attention wist be paid to ascertain their im¬
proved utility,which he is graciously pleased to patron¬
ize, having at my instance named you his compassmaker.His Royal Highness has likewise been
pleased to command me to direct you to adopt that
stile, where and when you see proper.

( 8 )
I am flattered with the hope that His Royal Highness’s gracious condescenfion^ m favor ofapqrson who
devotes his ingenuity to the . perfection of nautical
instruments , will create a proper and becoming
emulation.
I therefore urge you to persevere in perfecting the
and
sea compass as much as it is yet susceptible of,
desire you to be assured of my best contributions to
1 very much approve of the stop to
that effect;the azimuth compass, as fixed to that constructed
for His Royal Highness r^-The only addition I have
to recommend is, that you will add to the gravitation
to
of the compass vessel, by screwing a plate of lead
cone
the bottom of it, below and round tire inverted
on which it traverses, which will give the steering
compass (particularly) more ready stability; that it
already has very superior to thole of the common
construction, though yet susceptible of more by my
proposed addition.
The compleat report will
I have a little leisure.

be

conveyed to you when

I have submitted the compass to the opinion of the
principal officers of the squadron at Plymouth , and
as men.
■to those of the corps of royal engineers, who
of science are very competent judges.
The general approbation which these instruments
meet, I trust will encourage you to persevere , and

( 9)
I can venture to add, that the further patronage of
His Royal Highness will be the reward of your
continued industry.—That you will have all the
support of my good offices with His Royal Highness,
and the Navy in general, you may rest assured,—
being with much consideration.
....
S I li ,
Yours , & c.
Signed

P . D *Auvergne.

To K. M . C.

Capt. D ’Auvergnes Letter with the Report .
Sir,

>

, I send you the re¬
tjNCLOSED
sult of my observations on your compasses.- — I
send the original, (of which this is a copy) to the
Admiralty , I likewise send a c6py to the Navy
Board : that it may be of use to you, I sincerely
wish.
You have my full consent to make what use of
it you please.—- — I hope you will continue and
persevere in compass making ; your laudable endea¬
vours to perfect that useful and necessary instrument,
will, I hope, meet with every encouragement, in
B
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which you shall ever have my best support and con¬
tribution .1 shall be glad to hear from you
at all times, when any thing new strikes you, that
you may wish to satisfy yourself, by any experiment
that can be made in any ship under my command,
for the improvement of navigation, or marine
science, at which you will be most welcome to
attend. I wilh you success, aud am with much con¬
sideration.
Yours , & c.
Phil . D’ Auvergne,
Captain in the Royal Navy.
'
Signed

To K. M. C.
On

hoard His Majfly s Skip Narcissus, the zgtk of
December, 1788.

A REPORRT on the practical utility of
Kenneth M‘ Culloch’s improved Sea Com¬
passes, by Captain Philip D’Auvergne, of
the Royal Navy.
SoON aster I was appointed to the
command of His Majesty’s Frigate, Narcissus, in
April, 1787, a friend of mine mentioned an im¬
proved sea compass, invented and constructed by a

(
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Mr . Kenneth M ' Culloch , an ingenious Mathemati¬
cal Instrument-Maker , in the City of London.
As one of the intentions of my taking the com¬
mand of the Narcissus was, (in prosecuting the ser¬
vice upon which the ship might be employed,) to
improve myself and several young officers, who em¬
barked with me, in professional knowledge, I made
the resolution to prove, as far as in my power, all
*uch experiments as should be communicated to me,
whose results, if favorable, would tend to throw
lights, or add any improvements to the marine
science.
Having ever considered the steering-sea compass,
among the first in consequence, I desired from Mr.
M‘Culloch a complete set os his improved com¬
passes; He furnished me consequently with an
azimuth compass, a steering compass, and two lesser
ones ; one of which was particularly constructed for
a boat.
The principal difference of these several compasses
from those on the common construction are ; - that
the box in which the magnetic needle traverses is
not suspended in hoops, or circles, and gimbols as the
common compasses are,but the centre of its bottom be¬
ing in the shape of a cone, it is placed upon a vertical
prop, screwed on a plate in the bottom of the square
wooden box, in which the compass traverses ; the
B 2
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head or point of which prop is of hardened bell
metal of a rounded drape, and polished to facilitate
the traversing freely of the box : the apex of whose
cone is fitted with a perforated brass cap, on which
lays a small parallel plate of agate or bell metal, con¬
fined to this situation by another concaved and
equally perforated brass cap that screws on it above,
this plate rests on the prop described above, and
supports the box in its traverses.
Mr . M‘Culloch to bring the centre of gravity of
the card as near to the centre of motion as possi¬
ble, hath bent the magnetic bar or needle in parallels,
nearly to the cone of the box, leaving a proportion
of it as a flat frustum in the mid length of which he
hath screwed a piece of steel with the apex inverted,
on which the magnetic bar rests through the perfora¬
tion of the upper brass cap on the agate or bell metal
fulcrum , which is consequently reciprocally opposed
to both centres of motion. - -- The card which
is cut out in its centre equal to the diameter of the
bent part of the bar, is fixed on the flat part of it,
round the conical fulcrum.
The poles of the card are also precisely in the
centre of attraction of the needle, which has not
been found to alter but a very trifle, of no conse¬
quence in practice during my experience on the
compass,

(
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)

As Mr . M‘CuIIoch has secured his invention by
royal letters patent, and is very ready at all times to
communicate that and his other ingenious inventions
to amateurs, and particularly to sea officers. I will
go into no further details, but add the judgement
which eighteen Months experience of his instruments
in the channel of England has given me opportunity
of forming.
Of the different compasses which I have mentioned
that he furnished me with, I sent the boat compass
on board one of His Majesty’s packets, on the FaJmouth station, and the other small one I committed
to the care and observation of a Lieutenant of the
Navy, of known judgment and experience, who
commands one of His Majesty’s revenue.vessels in
the channel, of both I have received favorable
accounts, though I am not in possession of the details
pf the observations.
A captain of the Navy (Capt. Harvy , of the Rose,)
commanding one of the frigates lately returned from
Newfoundland, who has given one of them a fair
trial, spoke favorably to me lately of its advantages
over the common compasses, with which His
Majesty's ships are supplied, though he added, he
had not taken time to consider whether much of that
.superiority was owing to the principle, or to the nicety
in the construction of the instrument.

The steering compass has been kept in one of the
•binnacles on the quarter deck of the Narcissus, and
compared with the others ; its practical superiority
has been manifefled to the satisfaction of all the
officers of the ship, on all general occasions, and on
many particular ones, one of which I shall mention
here.
Sailing through the Race of Alderney in a storm
of N. E. Wind , in December, 1787, against a flood
tide, the ship sailing at the rate of eleven miles on
the surface, and scarcely making any head way by
the land, the sea as wil! readily be concluded by
naval judgments, was of an awful height, and so ex¬
tremely irregular, that the motion is undescribable.—
None of the compasses of Mr . Adams’s on Dr.
Knight’s construction would stand (in the sea phraze,)
hut vacilated more then four points on each side of the
pole ; at this time Mr . M ' Culloch’s steering com¬
pass quickly and readily recovered the variations,
communicated to it by the motion ot the sliip and the

* ’Tis proper here to notice, that contrary to a general
but bad custom, the compasses should be kept single in the
binnacle.—It is to he wifned that this circumstance were
more generally attended to, as 1 have satisfied myself by
experiment, that two compasses, even at three feet asunder,
attract or repulse each other in porpoilion to their distance

and consequently err

in their

polarity.

(
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shocks of the sea, pointing with very little
variations
to its pole, in a manner to command the
admiration
of all that were within reach to obseive it, and to
wio
the confidence of the most timorous.

I acknowledge myself, that I would have put the

highest trust in it, had a fog or thick weather
come

on in the critical situation we were in : while
the
compasses supplied from His Majesty’s stores were
only fit to convey alarm and inspire anxiety and
doubts.
So much was I satisfied then and since, in
various
instances, that 1 never will be, while I can afford the
price of it, without one.

, The only objection ever made to it has been,
when
it was almost calm weather, and perfectly
smooth
water, that it rather wanted susceptibility to return
to its pole when the ship was yawed about : an
ob¬
jection that I apprehend Mr. M‘ Culloch may re¬
move, by charging the bar with a little more mag¬
netism ; and I must observe that at all times its
direction to the pole will be more susceptible, if the
agate fulcrum be preferred to the bell metal, into
which last the inverted pin on which the bar swings
very soon wares a small hon? which impedes the
activity of its movements towards the pole, which
can never happen when the agate is preferred.

[
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The difference of the price or expence is
that it can never become a consideration.

so

trifling

Many persons may object to the improvements,
concluding that Mr . M‘ Culloch ’s compasses are
complex machines, subject to be easily put out of
order , and difficult to be repaired . I find no hesita¬
tion in declaring them otherwise : the compasses on
this principle conflructed with the care with which
those I have, appear to have been, are fit to go the
or
longest voyages to which , either our commerce
spirit of discovery can extend.

The card is fixed in so simple a manner to the
needle, that it may easily and without injury , he
changed to its proper correspondence with the center
of attraction, when it is found by experiment to have
altered .- The one which has been eighteen Months
in constant use, in the boisterous sea of the British
channel , is as perfect as it was the Day it was
embarked.
I shall now speak of the Azimuth' compass, the
box and magnetic bar of which are on the same
principle and construction as the steering on^ describ¬
ed.—It is further superior to the common azimuth
compass, in the stop, the vernier divisions are on a
plate ground concave to the segment of a circle of
the same diameter as the azimuth circle of the card,
which prevents any the least vacilation when
in contact with it.

it

comes

When the azimuth is taken* the stopping of it is
effected without a jerk , by pressing in the small brass
ball, which is fixed to the exterior end of a square
bar, whole other end is fixed to the nonius plate,
and which bar is fitted exactly to a square foeket,
firm to the fide of the brass box : This with other
improved minutiae give this instrument great advan¬
tages for observation over the common azimuth
compass. :
I have made many observations with both at dif¬
ferent parts of the channel, both on shore on some
of the projecting head lands, and on board ssiip;
all which will be submitted at a proper time to the
Admiralty.
Different and successive observations - by Mr.
M ‘ Culioch’s compass, made in the fame situation,
in which the sine and the complement of the azimuth
bearing were alternately observed, never differed in the
proportion they did by the other, , which appears to
be constructed with the fame care as they usually
are.
The compasses with which they have been com¬
pared, as well the steering as azimuth , were on Dr.
Knight ’s construction by Adams , and bore the usual
certificate of Mr. Maghallans.
C
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My own satisfaction of the superiority in practice
of Mr >M' Cullocli’s magnetical instruments , induced
me to mention them in favorable terms to His Royal
Highness Prince William Henry ; who was gracious¬
ly pleased, (with that liberal ardour that His Royal
Highness manifests on all occasions for the naval
service and its improvements,) to command me to
direct Mr . M‘Culloch to fend him a set of his com¬
passes, which are now on board His Majesty’s ship,
the Andromeda , under His Royal Highness’s patron¬
age ; who was likewise graciously pleased at my in¬
stance, as an encouragement to the emulation of
Mn M‘Culloch , to permit him to announce himself
to the public as His Royal Highness’s CompafsMaker.
Mr . M‘Culloch hath this year furnished me
with another compass, which he has constructed for
a boat.
It has no second box, but the socket, on which
the point in the bend of the magnetic bar of the card
rests, is fixed on the apex of a pendulum , which
swings in gimbols. This machine rather more com¬
plicated than will prossible do for general use, I have
found by experience , answers all the purposes of
susceptibility in the smoothest water, its affection to
its pole being very prompt and ready.

(
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I shall conclude with a wish (from an intimate

conviction of the utility of Mr . M ‘Culloch ’s indus¬
trious application,) to recommend that ingenious
Artist in the strongest manner, to the countenance
and encduragement of -all my brother officers, ’and
others coneeVned with the improvements or safety of
navigation.
Phil . D ’Auvergne,
Captain in the Navy,
commanding the Nar*
cissus, Frigate,

Signed

on board His Majesty’s
Frigate, Narcissus,
29th December , 1788.

Dated

'

EgHnton? 23d February, 1787,
SIR,

SlJFFER

me to communicate

my fullest approbation of your improved compass,
'■
having in the course of my voyage to Virginia , tryed
its superior excellence in every possible situation, not
' only in the ship, but also in the boats ; in 'all which
situations have found it so unerringly true, that I

C 2
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wish' for the honor of my ' country, and the safety of
navigation, as well as for your encouragement, that
yQljr compasses may be generally brought into use.
„ .. .

!

I

, ? ans- therefore )as a seaman ready to answer per¬
sonally any enquiries made on the subject.
J am,
, .■

;■

L I R,
Your’s, & c.
,

Patrick Wodrow 9
Master of the Eglinton,
in the Virginia Trade.
To Mr , Kenneth M' Cuiloch. •
Signed

St,-Peter/burgh, s ift June, 1787s

SIR,
On

my arrival here,,I delivered

your letter and compass to His Excellency Admiral
Grig, "who ; approved very much of the make of the
compass, but at the same time acquainted me that he
would prove the compass himself, by trying it in a
iwelve -oared barge, whether it would bear the shock

si

the

oars-

( ■
** ))
In about ten . days time he sent for we, Hych ac¬
quainted me, that he himself with the other admirals
and captains in the Ruffian fleet, approved very much
of the compass, and ordered , me to acquaint you,
that the four. frigates,<, which are now , fitting for; a
voyage to, Kamfcatfliq, on discovery,,.should.be sup¬
plied Jwith :them, :twhen they call at Portsmouth to

re7fit. .

' mf

>tHe /likewise told me, that he would give 'orders
the ships at Cronstadeto have them1also. • '

forf

‘Grimy 'passage

to

St. Peterflmfgh
'I had

them in

my

dtnnacM, and ' found them to "answer very well, es¬
pecially wheriucarrying sail against ' a head sea, they
pointed ' feir Arid steady, when the compass on' the
other fide of the binnacle, traversed and run about
.two

on each side. ,
£
I .am, & c.
!r :
■. ! ' . : si/ . . ' ■ ■
; ■i
•> •••••
Signed George
Watson.
Master of the Alexander,
of London , in the St.
"
■Peterfburgh Trade.
ToMiv .K . M. Gor three points

,

Harriot , \ yth July, 1788.
SIR,

X

Have

had

since

my

last

letter

from Jamaica, the most unequivocal testimony of the
superior excellence of your improved needles.

( sr

1

In the Gulph of Florida we had two severe gales of
'wind , the sea run very high and cross, which occasion¬
ed the ship’s having a complicated quick motion rarely
experienced , under different circumstances. During
-'those and other heavy gales on the passage, I have
the satisfaction of informing you, that your compasses
answered better then any I ever steered by, even the
small steering one, could be used with great truth of
.affection to the poles, when the common ones vibrated
incessantly describing a semicircle, and very often
a whole one. You are at liberty to refer <my ques¬
tions that may be asked concerning their principles
or utility to me, happy on all occasions to do your
ingenuity that justice, to declare piy experience of
their more than superior use.
I most sincerely wish that they, for1the benefit of
navigation, were more universally used.
I am, & c.
Neil Campbell, Master
of the Harriot , of London,
in the Jamaica Trade , and an
Officer in his Majesty’sNavy.

Signed

*
To Mr . K . M. C.

(

2Z )

Phœnix, ljtk

September,

1788.

SIR,

T . HE great utility I experienced
in your new invented patent steering compass, on a
voyage lately to Constantinople in the Phœnix , un¬
der my command, that I think I should do great
injustice to your merit, as well as navigators in
general, if I was not to declare that I think it a very
great acquisition to navigation ; and that no vessels,
coasters, as well as foreign, should be without so useful a machine.
I am, & c.
Kingsman St. Barbe,
Master of the Phœnix , of
London , in the Turkey Trade.

Signed

To Mr . K . M . C.
In a postscript he adds, that being in company
with about twenty fail of ships, in a hard gale of
wind and bubbling sea, in the Mediterranean , all his
compasses run round, and were unsettled, but Mr.
M ‘Culloch’s steering compass, which to his great
surprize, kept steady, and pointed fair, which en¬
abled him to pursue his course, when the other ships
were obliged to lay too. The other Masters asked

( H )
him afterwards, how he ventured to proceed, being
on a dangerous coast ; he replied, by having a good
compass on a new construction, whichhe' could depend upon, and would never trust to any other.

Letter to Mr. John Hamilton Moore, from
Mr. William Rhind, Master of His Majesty's
Ship Andromeda.
Halifax, 2d of

September,

1788.

SIR,

XReceived
a
be¬
letter

from

you

fore we failed to join the squadron under Admiral
Qower , desiring my opinion of the compasses sent
on board by your friend Mr . M ‘ Culloch.— - I have
to inform you that they answer exceedingly well,
His Royal Highness is much pleased with them.During our cruize with the fleet of evelution, and
our passage across the Atlantic, I paid particular atten¬
tion to them, and pointed out to Prince William at
different times, that is, in hard gales of wind, when
the fliip had much motion, and going large with a
fresh breeze, at the rate of ten or twelve knots the
hour . - —It is in the above situations, particularly

[

]
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the latter , where they excel Ramsden’s— —In failing
quick through the water, I have observed the com¬
passes made by Ramsden , vibrate four points each
way,—whereas those improved by your' friend, hardly
moves half a point (each way) when the motion of
the ship is very quick;
lam , 0 c,
'
Signed,William

Rhind ,#

To Mr . John Hamilton Moore,
London.

From the same.
’Andromeda, Spithead, zjthMay, 1789.
S I R,
of

Yours

the 22d current I

received, wherein you request my further observations
upon the compasses of your invention —— I am still
of the fame opinion respecting your azimuth com¬
passes, the many observations I took during the time

D

[ -s ]
the Andromeda, was in the West -Indies, perfectly
satisfied me of their superiority over the common

azimuth compasses, supplied His Majesty’s Ships
from the naval yards.
I am, C3 c.

■Signed,

William Rhind,

so Mr . Iv. M‘C.

REPORT
from Lieutenant Gabriel Bray,
Commander of the Hind , Revenue Cutter,
to Captain Philip D’Auvergne.
Hind, Revenue Cutter, Plymouth, zzd April, 1789,
Hear Sir,

X

Am

to

return

you

many

thanks

for

the

present of the compass you made me last year, (con¬
structed by Kenneth M‘Culloch) and injustice to the
merit due to him for so good and useful an invention,I here inclose you my remarks-and opinion on it.
I have ever found it to traverse quick in smooth
water and little my lion, when the compasses(allowed

I

(
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the honorable board of customs, made by Messrs.
Edwards and Killbington, of Wapping .) were tardy
in moving.
by

On the contrary , when going through the Race of
Portland, and St. Albans, which I several times did
last year, it ever -stood, when the other compasses ran
round, and in gales of wind, and short heavy seas, it
was the only compassI could trust to.
I therefore think it my opinion, that the said com¬
passes should be humbly recommended to the use of
the navy of Great Britain , and the sea service in
general.
/ am, &c.
,

Gabriel
Bray,
Lieutenant and Com¬
mander of the Hind,
Revenue Cutter.

Signed,

To Captain Philip D ’Auvergne,
F. R . 8. commanding His
Majesty’s Ship, Narcissus,

N . B . The patentee has in his possession several
other letters, from gentlemen of known abilities in
Da
,
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nautical affairs, who have expressed their appro*
bation in such terms, as to be published by him
might appear too ostentatious ;—he shall therefore,
„
only add the following.
Poole, 2.6th June, 1786,
S I R,
OUR compass is one of the
best I ever saw, knowing it by experience, being out
in a very high sea, and it traversed remarkably well,
but no more affected than had it been in a calm. .
lam , & c.
Signed,

ToMr . K . M ‘C :

C . Sturt.
*

-

P. S. The only objection which the patentee has
hitherto heard of his compasses, (for he wishes to
mention objections as well as recommendations,
when ever they occur,) is this, that they are complex,
and easily put out of order. To the man who had
only been accustomed to the quarter-staff, Davis’s
quadrant seemed complex, and to him who had al¬
ways used Davis’s- Hadley’s quadrant at first
appeared still more complicated.

(
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But when a real improvement appears, such pre¬
judices

are in

time got over.

What would we fay now of the navigator, who
preferred a Davis’s quadrant to the sextant of
Ilamsden, tho ’ it is more complex.
The fact; is, that the present patentee has been at
great pains to introduce every possible improvement,
that the sea compass, the most important instrument
now in existence, is capable of.
The patent azimuth compass, therefore at first sight
appears complicated ; yet the very ingenious captain
D ’Auvergne ordered a compass for his own use to be
• made

still

more

complex

, and

the

improvement

, tho'

a little expensive, was at once conspicuous.
If any gentleman, therefore , wishes to have the

azimuth compass only, with the usual sights, the
dark glass and a common thread, they are less expen¬
sive to be sure, and, if you please, less complex ; but
the most material improvements still remain, and to
appearance are not so complicated. The magnetic
needle being bent in such a manner, as was necessary
to humour the motion of the vessel, appears rather
more complex than a straight bar, but it is stronger.
The apparatus, which is fitted to the apex of the
hollow cone, consists of four different pieces, which

(
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to the workman are indeed complex and troublesome,

but when they are once smithed, they to all appear¬

ance become a part of the compass box ; and the
only articles that can be put out of order, are the very
thin plate of hard metal, and the pivot on which the

needle moves ; The patentee has therefore provided
a number of such plates and pivots ; and if the point
of the pivot should be hurt, any person os
common
capacity may put in a new plate, agate, or pivot,
as occasion may require.
These advantages are therefore gained by its being
made complex, or of several pieces instead of one

piece.

Kenneth M ‘Culloch.
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PRICES.
Of the Patent
K.

No.

Compasses

made by

M ’CULLOCH,
38 , Minories,

London.

£ . s.
Azimuth Compasses from
Large size Steering ditto
Middle ditto
Small ditto

0

9 9
2 12
2

2

1 11

6

T^tfercnces.
fifth . ah Section o/zheStttrttitr
Comp a/s.
Saiia .il. The common WoodPox , with its lid.
Pi

’ TheBra/s

Cornpa/sPox.

C.C. TTie. Gla/s CovertoPf
// .d . Thehfoliou ’ comcalPottom.

s | _ZhcTiop,upunwhich theG>rryia/s

to

,insteado/Girnlo/s; the
supported

\Spheru al lop o/ w
' inch zs fine/ypost rhed, Sthe apex of the hollow
Ifittedm arieculiar manner to receive it.
/ ^ - jA /uandly
(
c/ lead
’

| lallance &keep
J/ -/

Curie

is

nmroiend thePottom &.Coneofthc. Compa/s Pe >.x-, to
it

steadily hori/ntal.

j The Card , le the,hfayndcTSeedle , lent in -such.a,manner that thePnnt
of the CoidcalPivoton which it moves Sc is supported , may lelrouyht

[very

near to the Centre

of Gravity, as roel/aslolhe
, Centre oCÆotion
..

It .It . Two Guaids/evlucA. ly means of
t . 1, ITiooPfns.Afixed

to

the fbmpa/s Box.pi events it Com lummy round

\and deceiviny the.Steers mam.
Ft/Jl

. ^ ITerspee/li/e Frew of the Steering Contpa/j ',
j uith the Hd off Sc the font laid open.,
k .h . She Guards.
I.

Hie Compass Pox.

t

The Prop &c as in Fig

TYalll . A

View

oftheAzimullt

1.
Comp a/s.

The Compa/Pox.

I.

One of the Guards.

O. ^TheProp , as inPlftd . ikll . with this difference, thalmZheAzimuth

<instead of hemp screu/edto theIottom

ofthe WoodBox, stands

in

Compa/i.

aPra/s socket;

\and may le turned round atPfeasure.
t A Bra/s Bar , upon . which . the Sip fit Vanes are fixed.
2 A Dark Gla/s, which, moves up or down. on

<5 The Sipht Pane.
f Ahfapnifiyiny
Gta/s , u/fuifi is also moval le on the other lime.
S The .Nonius . or Vernier.
G A Slide/r wormy the Vernier sc as To stop the Cardan tokin/ the Azimuth
7 APoulle Convex Ghi/fo/which yJJivisionsonyVernicrmayleread with
Allthcalwiie is niore/Ssllu exn/ainrd , w thePami/hlet .
/ accuracy.
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